JELCO Non-Stock ATA Shipping Case

NSATA-K/NSATA-N/NSATA-R/NSATA-U/NSATA-V/NSATA-Y
NSATA-KL/NSATA-NL/NSATA-RL/NSATA-UL/NSATA-VL/NSATA-YL*

JELCO Non-Stock ATA Cases are build-to-order shipping cases custom-designed to fit a specific size projector and basic accessories (cords, cables, remote, etc.)

These rugged shipping cases are constructed of high impact gray ABS plastic laminated over a wood frame. Steel corners, aluminum trim, inter-locking valence and stainless steel rivets produce an ultra-strong case that will give years of service.

Each NSATA shipping case is fully lined with 1-1/2 inches of firm industrial grade foam, custom designed to fit your specific projector model. Tilt wheels with extension handle and combination lock come standard.

A generous-sized accessory compartment holds the cords, cables, and remote control, as well as other needed items.

Features & Specifications

- High impact ABS plastic over ¼” wood frame with steel corners, aluminum trim.
- Safe to check or ship via common carrier.
- Custom-built at the time you place your order to specifically fit your projector model.
- Comes standard with tilt wheels, 3-stage handle and combination lock.
- Size: varies based on shape of projector
- Weight: Approximately 40-65 lbs. empty

*This product is available with separate lens compartment (all models indicated with an “L”) -or- without lens compartment
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Made in USA

Making Your Gear as Mobile as You Are.

JELCO is a registered trademark of JELCO, INC.